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Please write all of your answers in RED so it is easier for us to
find. Don't forget your Reasoning Rex at the bottom of the
page. If you finish, please move on to the next challenge or go
on accelerated maths. PLEASE SHOW YOUR WORKING OUT
FOR AT LEAST 2 QUESTIONS. This can be using the draw tool or
a picture.
5 minute challenge! - Please aim to complete all of these
questions even if it takes you longer than 5 minutes.
1) 45 x 67 =
2) 3.910 + 1001.2 =
3) 3.3 x 1000 =
4) 648 divided by 3 =
5) Use the <, > or = to make the sentence below correct:
1/3
4/5
Counting starter:
Fill in the multiplication grid below (you can type into the grid
or use the draw tool).
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TBQ: Can I use the four operations with fractions?
Recap: If you need any help with these, all videos are in the
files or use pages 36 and 37 of your SAT's book.
https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/school/ClassNotebook/General?threadId=19:e7975b57266b411ca10978b268b162a0@thread.tacv2&ctx=channel
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1) 3/5 + 1/5
2) ¾ - ½ =
3) 4/5 x 1/3 =
4) 1/6 divided by 3 =
Please watch this video below before you start the questions.
When it says 'pause the video to complete the tasks', come
back to the notebook to answer the questions.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fractionssolve-fraction-problems-with-the-four-operations-cgrk0d
If you need any recap of the operations, please scroll to the
bottom to see some of Miss Stodd's videos from the last two
weeks.
Chilli Challenge! Please write all of your answers in red. If you
finish your challenge early, either move on to the next
challenge or go on one of the maths programmes. Don't forget
the Reasoning Rex!
Use PAGE 36 and 37 in your blue KS2 SAT's book if you need
any help.
Mild: Please look at the videos below if you need any help.
1)

2)

3)

https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/school/ClassNotebook/General?threadId=19:e7975b57266b411ca10978b268b162a0@thread.tacv2&ctx=channel
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4)

5)

6)

Hot and Flamin': These problems will need you to use one of
the four operations!
1) Hint: the product of 3 and 4 is 12.

2)

Answer:
https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/school/ClassNotebook/General?threadId=19:e7975b57266b411ca10978b268b162a0@thread.tacv2&ctx=channel
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3)

Answer:
4)

Answer:
5)

Answer:
When you have finished these, you can watch the rest of the
Oak Academy video to see how to work out the answers. You
can self-mark your learning.

https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/school/ClassNotebook/General?threadId=19:e7975b57266b411ca10978b268b162a0@thread.tacv2&ctx=channel
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Flamin' extension!

Answers:

Answer:
If you finish all the tasks, you can go on accelerated maths,
TTRocks and Maths Facts.
Videos to help
Adding fractions
Microsoft Stream

Y6 Adding fractions with d
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Dividing fractions
Microsoft Stream
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